Metastatic melanoma: optimizing outcomes by managing dermatologic toxicities associated with novel therapies.
The last couple of years have seen the beginning of a new era in the treatment of metastatic melanoma. This disease is typically characterized by its poor prognosis and limited choice of therapy. Two mechanistically diverse classes of agents - BRAF inhibitors and immune modulators - have demonstrated an overall survival benefit. Along with their significant clinical benefits, there are also unique adverse events (AEs) related to these agents. While most of the AEs are mild and easily managed with supportive treatment, others require more aggressive management strategies. Education of all members of the multidisciplinary care team and awareness of these toxicities are crucial in order to optimize patient outcomes. The landscape of melanoma is continually evolving as ongoing trials are evaluating monotherapy and combination options. While these regimens continue to show promise for the future, understanding and managing toxicities of currently available therapies is required.